Gigantic
The
The ground is not still, the fault is not calm
tectonic plates surf by night.
over burned out drove’s fear to shove,
Grind
Tonight
SCREEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEECCCCCHH!
CRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
RUNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCCCHH!
Blown by magical bubbles
in tremble doubles,
Clunkkkkkk!
Krunkkkkk!
Getting kicked by bricks in jolter
eccentrics,
Z
Palmy telephone tremble poles sway.
Glunkkk!
a
ERRRG!
Aftershock helicopt wop wop wop wop wops bray.
g!
SCREEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEECCCHH!
CRRR
RRRRRRRRRRRRRU NNNN NNNNNCCCHH!
So
Earth surfers feel far gone
property is not theft
Zig!
Wrunnnkkkk!
When they miss the big one.
When the ground
Zag!
When the earth is up.
Moves nothing is left.
Zig!
Greeeeeeek! Scratch to catch a rapt erupt.
And what is right
Zug!
Zunnkkk!
Zeee eeee ekkkkkkkkkk!
When the world
Slug
Is stone kite?
Eyes
bug.
SCREEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
EEEEEEEECCCHH!
CRRRRRRR RRRRRRRRRRR
UNNNCCHH!
Zoikkk!
In the formational middle:
Walls tug,
Goodbye skeletal piddle.
Cans litter.
Hello geotectonic diddle.
Hands frizzle. Uggghhh!
Brunchhhhh!
Crushed rude tons of
riddle
Mice sizzle.
Wrun chhhh!
Make the slide for wide.
Computers jitter.
The earth is div ide.
Chair shoves
rug
SCREEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEECCCHH! C RR CRRRRRRRRRR UNNNNNCCHH!
Infinitely modulated fissure hills
Molten eons
fountain
Flake the gold in them thar thrills.
Sledge wedge gold
mountain
Dread full hysterics pretense
SCREEEEEEEE
EEEE EEEEEEEEEE
Suspended CRRRRRR
RRRRRRR UNCCCHH!
In cave-in
minds of sickness full EEEEEEEECCCHH! on shaky gold
thread neath a
swaying gold
Of bind vague, remov ed intense,
Twixt
gate
The moving earth is harm full.
No
Nooo ooooo!
Curl
So
Mom
Glugggggg!
go with the noble shock.
Crrrun chhhh!
And
Love the earth’s sock.
Do
Squeakkkkkkk!!
The old guys was right
Not
Mungggggg!
Property is schlock.
Wipe out pappy,
EEEE
SCREEEEEEEEEEEE
EEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
EEEEE
CCCHH!
CRRRRRRRRUNC CCCCCCH!
Eeeekkkkk!
Slide
your
light.
The unshaked majority is wild
Wreakkkkkkkkkk!
For an organic tectonic pile
Up every once in a while.
SCREEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEECCCHH! CRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR UNN CHH!
Stars shine bright on shatter light that effervesces upon an ac- tivated rack of proper earth quake prepared nesses:
Thee.The. So, Dear, that’s next time the earth is up catch a bump: The world in your arms, infinitely pump on
a thump:
SCREEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEECCCHH!
CRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRUNN
NCCHH!
THE SHOVER
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